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Recent Journal articles

Social Media Intelligence: Successes, Challenges and Future Prospects
Snowden and the Future of Security Intelligence Collection
Designing Thought Experiments for Intelligence Practitioners
China’s maritime and territorial claims to the South China Sea
Digital Forensics Data and Intelligence: Using Data Reduction to Enable Intelligence Analysis
Maritime Claims: A Study of the Yellow Sea through the lens of PMESII
A Systems Thinking Approach to Threat Assessments
The Role HUMINT May Play in the Battlefields of the 21st Century and Beyond
The National Security Dimension of Cybercrime: Legislative Responses
Intelligence Support to Expeditionary Operations in the Asia-Pacific
Institutional Imagination in the Intelligence Process
Dealing with the Longer-Term in Intelligence Practice: A Foresight Approach
Bias in Intelligence: Understanding Bias and How to Prevent it
Contemporary Threats of Infectious Disease Pandemics and Bioterrorism
Intelligence Analysis and the Art of War Gaming
Insider Threats: The FBI and the Robert Hanssen Espionage Case
The Anti-Surveillance State: New Products Challenging Law Enforcement
Recent Book Reviews

Understanding Lone Actor Terrorism: Past experience, future outlook, and response strategies, by Michael Fredholm

Superforecasting: The Art and Science of Prediction, by Phillip Tetlock and Dan Gardner

Good Hunting: An American Spymaster’s Story, by Jack Devine with Vernon Loeb

Seeing What Others Don’t: The remarkable ways we gain insights, by Gary Klein, PhD

Strategic Thinking in Criminal Intelligence (2nd Edition), by Jerry H. Ratcliffe

Remaking Domestic Intelligence, by Richard A. Posner

Intelligence: From Secrets to Policy, by Mark M. Lowenthal

If a Tree Falls: A Story of the Earth Liberation Front, by Marshall Curry
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Aims

The AIPIO Journal is a refereed publication dedicated to the advancement of the discipline of intelligence studies. The Journal aims to be a medium for professionals and scholars to exchange views on contemporary issues in Australian and international intelligence practice.

The Editorial Committee welcomes contributions related to all aspects of intelligence theory and practice and/or studies in the application of intelligence in related disciplines (e.g. intelligence and terrorism or intelligence and peacekeeping).
Scope

The Journal seeks to encourage a broad cross fertilisation of ideas from all AIPIO members and non-members working in the field of intelligence. Research and thematic articles relating to different practice contexts such as national security, law enforcement and business intelligence are welcome. Synopses of professional/workplace projects backed by appropriate references, conference papers and research contributions from University students and postgraduates in the field of intelligence are also welcome.

The Journal is an independent, non-partisan forum. It seeks to disseminate the diverse findings of its contributing authors and does not advocate positions of its own.
journal@aipio.asn.au

Continue the conversation by joining the AIPIO group on LinkedIn

Twitter: @AIPIO
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